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HOW TO INTERACT ON TABLETOPIA
Have a look at the in-game explanation of the controls first. Click on the        -sign at the bottom left or press I to read the game instruction.

For a more detailed instruction and videos on everything you can do on Tabletopia, visit: https://help.tabletopia.com/knowledge-base/

If you are lazy and just want to watch the videos in a play list, go to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCNGL25IXQk&list=PL0ithSaLCqEwflpfK0G-Lhz5VfHs786LC&index=3

COMMON PROBLEMS
 The cards are too small to read.
 Hover over or select the card and press the spacebar. Or simply double click the card.
 To zoom in you can scroll your mouse or move your fingers apart on the tracking pad. Press Z for a quick close up-view.

I can’t pick up cards or I don’t see cards that I picked up!
 1) Don’t worry, the cards in your hand are just in “hidden mode”.
 2) Press H on your keyboard to turn this mode on or off.

How can the Farmer set the amount to invest at the beginning?
 1) Move your mouse cursor over the area where “1 INVEST” is written on the board.
 2) Scroll or left click to change the values.

How can I select several cards at once?
 Hold down the SHIFT-key on your keyboard while clicking on the cards or dragging a rectangle around them with the left mouse button.



Slow Performance?
If the game loads or runs very slowly (or not at all), you should try the following:
- Close all unnecessary tabs and programs before you load the game. Go and check if that did anything before you continue.
- If possible, use Mozilla Firefox as web browser application, otherwise use Google Chrome, Opera GX , Edge or Internet Explorer).

Firefox
1) Type or copy about:preferences into the address bar of the Firefox browser and hit Enter.
Alternative: Click the three lines at the top right of the browser window -> Choose Settings -> Scroll down to the section Performance
2) Uncheck the box  “Use recommended performance settings”
4) Check the box  “Use hardware acceleration when available” if it is not already on.
3) Restart Firefox and test if the game works now.

Chrome
1) Type or copy the following link into the address bar of the chrome browser: chrome://settings/system and hit enter.
Alternative: Click the three dots at the top right of the browser window -> Choose Settings
           -> In the bar on the left under Advanced, choose the tab System
2) Enable the switch “Use hardware acceleration when available” if it is not already on.
3) Restart the Chrome browser and test if the game is works now.

Only if the game is still not running smoothly, continue with the following steps:
 4) Type or copy the following link into the address bar of the chrome browser:   Chrome://flags 
 5) Use the search bar to find and enable WebGL Draft Extensions , then restart Chrome. 
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